British Beekeepers Association Advisory Leaflet
6. The weight.
From April 2008, honey can be sold in any weight, (including the traditional UK
ones).
Imperial units can be added after the metric ones but must not be in larger type
and there must be no other print between them.
The abbreviation for gram is g and for kilogram is kg. An s must not be added.
There must be one type space between the numerical value and the unit or its
abbreviation.
Printing of labels.
Printing must be clearly legible and permanent. Labels should be fixed to the
side of the container. The lettering must be 3 mm high for weights between 50
and 200 g, 4 mm high for weights between 200 g and a kg and 6 mm high for
greater weights. Only the weight declarations have to be a certain size.
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Selling Honey
This leaflet has been produced to help small scale beekeepers who wish to sell their
honey It picks out and explains relevant honey, and health and safety regulations
and makes practical suggestions to enable the beekeeper to stay within the law.

The criterion for the size of all the other statutory information is that it must be
easy to understand, clearly legible, indelible, not interrupted by other written or
pictorial matter and in a conspicuous place such as to be easily visible. The
information given on the label must be true in every respect and in no way
misleading.
Food hygiene.
'Registration of premises does not apply to the direct supply by the producer of
small quantities of primary products to the final consumer or to local retail
establishments directly supplying the final consumer.’
However the BBKA do recommend that beekeepers who offer honey for sale
familiarise themselves with the basic hazards and practices in food handling.
The Royal Society for the promotion of Health produce a booklet on this
subject and a course run by some local authorities leads to the RSPH
Certificate in food hygiene awareness. www.rsph.org
Further information can be found on the BBKA web-site.
Further guidance on the Honey Regulations 2005 can be obtained from the
Food Standards Agency.
This leaflet is provided for general interest and information only. No liability is
accepted for any injury or loss arising out of the contents of this leaflet. It may be
updated; check the BBKA website for the current edition.
© BBKA 2009 (4th edition). The British Beekeepers’ Association,
The National Agricultural Centre, Stoneleigh, Warwickshire CV8 2LG

www.britishbee.org.uk
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If you have any doubts or concerns don’t hesitate to contact your local
Trading Standards department who are always ready to help.
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The regulations specify:• The water content of the honey must be less than 20%.
If it is higher it is liable to ferment. If you extract only honey from comb that has
been capped there should be no problem.
• The percentages of invert sugars and sucrose must be consistent with
that expected from the floral source.
No problem here if you use your own honey.
• The honey shall not have been heated in such a way as to significantly
destroy enzymes and drive off the volatile aromatic compounds which
give each type of honey its unique quality.
If honey is warmed for extraction and bottling it is advisable to keep the
temperature below 35°C and to cool quickly when the job is done. For
pasteurisation a temperature of 63°C is needed for 30 minutes followed by
rapid cooling. The composition of honey is best preserved by storing at low
temperatures.
• The honey should be free from mould, insects, insect debris, brood and
any other organic or inorganic substance foreign to the composition of
honey.
Take care to minimise the introduction of foreign materials from the field into the
extraction room. The extraction room and all equipment should be washed
thoroughly before extraction. The honey must be filtered to remove these
foreign materials. The recommended mesh size is 0.2 mm. which will ensure
that some pollen remains.
•Containers should be made of materials which under normal and
foreseeable conditions of use do not transfer their constituents to the
honey in quantities which could endanger human health or bring about a
deterioration in its aroma, taste, texture or colour.
Equipment made of food grade stainless steel, food grade plastic and glass
meet these criteria.

Labelling.
The label should indicate1. The description of the product,
2. The name and address of the producer (within the EU)
3. The country of origin
4. A ‘best before’ date
5. A lot mark
6. The weight

1.

Description of product.
This must be one of the following reserved descriptions:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Honey
Comb honey
Chunk honey
Baker’s honey intended for cooking only
The word ‘honey’ with any other true description eg Honeydew
honey, Pressed honey, Blossom honey
The word 'honey' with a regional, topographical or territorial
reference

If there is any reference to a particular plant or blossom (this includes both
pictures and words), the honey must have come wholly or mainly from that
blossom or plant - i.e. the honey must be characterised by that blossom or
plant. If reference is made to a geographical origin the honey must come
wholly from that place.

2. Name and address of producer, importer, packer etc.
Sufficient information is needed in order to trace the producer by an address
within the EU.

3. Country of origin.
Honey must be labelled with the country/ies in which the honey was
harvested. This may be a member state of the EU. In our case it could be
‘Product of the UK ‘ or ‘Product of England’ but must be IN ADDITION to the
address.

4. Best before date.
Honey lasts for many years but an appropriate durability or 'best before' date
must be given. Two years is reasonable. If this specifies day. month and year
a lot number is not required.

5. Lot Number.
A lot means a batch of sales units of food produced, manufactured or
packaged under similar conditions. It enables problems to be traced. The lot
number is preceded by the letter L to distinguish it from other indicators. The
number may be a short code comprising letters and/or numbers identifying
the appropriate batch. It is prudent to have small lot sizes. The beekeeper is
required to keep a record of each batch with its provenance and destination
and retain this for the shelf life plus 6 months.
For direct sales like farmers markets or sales at the door Lot numbers and
‘Best before’ date are not needed.
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